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WEBSITES FOR CAMPAIGNS
YOUR WEBSITE DOES NOT HAVE TO BE 
COMPLEX. JUST CLEAN.

Get your message across
Get supporters to sign up to volunteer or 
for campaign updates
Direct donors to donate

Goals:

REMEMBER: Captions & Language 
Accessibility!



SOCIAL MEDIA FOR CAMPAIGNS

Facebook 
Most far-reaching.

Good for rural areas. 

Twitter
Media + broader political world. 

Broadcast news and get small 
dollar donations.

 

Instagram
Tell you story with pictures.

Younger communities.



SOCIAL MEDIA FOR CAMPAIGNS

Create a candidate page, don't use your personal profile for the campaign

Candidate’s personal account must have the highest level of security

Add yourself and another staff member as editors/admins of the public page

Create a personalized URL

Make sure you get started ASAP in getting verified to run political ads. It can 

take anywhere from a couple of days to a couple weeks to get done. 

Key Reminders for Facebook



SOCIAL MEDIA FOR CAMPAIGNS

Make sure who your District is made up of is reflected in your social media 

posts -- highlight the diversity that is in your community

Use Alt-text to make sure your posts are accessible to all

Understand which platform you are posting on and who you are reaching

Don't be afraid to post some personal posts (i.e. you and your kids, etc.)

Key Reminders when Posting:



TROLLS & SECURITY

Spot the difference between a troll and a concerned consituent

Understand what trolls are trying to do, rather than let them get to you

Don't be baited, and don't automatically delete their posts

Better to prevent than react

Put the right guardrails in place

Facebook: Turn off visitor posts, block comments with certain words, profanity filter 

on strictest level, turn off reviews and ratings on your page

Instagram: Hide inappropriate comments, block comments with certain words

Don't let them get to you. That's how they win. 



CREATING OBJECTIVES

Take an audit of where your 

campaign currently is

Identify WHAT you're trying to do 

with your social media

Create attainable goals that have 

a time frame

1.

2.

3.


